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Abstract – In order to implement the heart disease prediction algorithms, the scanned ECG images need to be digitized. The ECG image digitization from ECG images deals with converting the ECG images in to digital format which can be processed by heart disease prediction algorithms. To present the Heart disease prediction algorithms, the digital signals can be directly applied. In this paper we have presented an effective ECG digitization technique using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. The scanned ECG images are oversampled 8 times. Then ECG curve is traced using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. The shortest path computed represents the scanned ECG signal in digitized form which can be directly used for heart disease prediction. The proposed method gives the accurate digitization by reducing the complications of the digitization process
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I. INTRODUCTION

To detect any abnormalities in Heart’s function electrocardiogram (ECG) is one of the most practiced methods. The ECG results are available as paper records. For diagnosis of patient’s diseases this ECG paper records are almost used in practice. It requires a large storage space as well as manual efforts for analysis.

This paper discusses the methods involving the process of digital image restoration which changes the images of ECG to digitized signal form. As a result of this there is convenient storage and retrieval of ECG information. In this paper, a MATLAB is implemented for digitization of paper ECG data. This allows oversampling in horizontal direction 8 times, scanning of a paper ECG to an image, and detecting the ECG signal contour. The technique used in this method is validated by showing that the digitized signal and the paper ECG.

By using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm, the patient’s demographic information on the ECG paper is obtained. It is one of the important methods of this process. Thus in this method can quickly digitize a large number of paper ECGs with very minimal human involvement. The paper is draft as follows. Section II gives out the related work in ECG digitization. The process of digitization and the method to validate the digitization describes in section III. In section IV, the Dijkstra’s shortest path technique illustrated with example. In section IV, the results are presented followed by discussion and in section V, the conclusion is given.

II. RELATED WORK

The various types of noise present in the ECG paper records in various types of scenes are reported in the literature are given below.

[1] The source of noise which obstructs the trace of ECG can be the graph grid lines. [2, 3] The ECG paper is damage by the dust particles of paper and salt noise. [4] Unequal contrast, interfering strokes. [5] Background spots, humidity absorbed by the paper. [6] Blur and broken signals in various areas. From ECG printout the grid removal is necessary to bringing the ECG signal. Various methods of grid removal from paper records have reported in the literature by many researchers. [7] These methods are Mathematical morphology. [8] Hough transform [9, 10] projection of lines. [11] Using the histogram, the signal trace is split up from the background grids. [12] A method for the removal of ECG trace from the image is suggested by Baldilimietal.[13] However, the users require to fix the anchor points for missing peaks and hence as per the user input the accuracy is affected, Shi et al. [14] Using K-means method used ECG waveform taken from paper and the limitations were removed. [15] ECG signals extracted by Ravichandranetal. [16] Using optical character recognition (OCR) collaborates with patient’s record. To split up the ECG trace from the background grid lines grayscale thresholds and scanning resolution of 200 dpi were used by Lawson et al.

There is loss of data, accuracy and grayscale thresholds give missing pixel due to low resolution. The above mentioned works carried out to obtain digitized signal from latest paper ECG data without noise. Degraded scanned documents and is still a challenge for signal extraction.

Perceptual spectral centroid method for harmonic centroid of string instruments proposed by Hermes et al. was apply for ECG signals, as it relates closely.[17] Different conversion in text, conversion algorithm, faulty algorithm, applications and standardization efforts were received by Waits et al. recently.

The discussion of important points are digital representation of each recorded ECG channel is obtained and convert them into digital ECG and the challenges which are remaining were done. Generally ECG records which are scanned are the RGB images. RGB images are converted into grayscale images for the extraction of ECG signals. Rajani et al. [18] proposed ECG signal extraction from RGB image.

III. METHODOLOGY

This process takes different steps to achieve the goal. These are following.
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A. Scanning the 12-lead ECG and select the desired signal.
B. The desired signal is oversample in horizontal axis direction. The desired signal oversample is find out by its maximum slope.
C. Calculate shortest path with Dijikstraw's shortest path algorithm using 255 - image intensity as energy function
D. Down sample path to account for original oversampling
E. Plot on the top of origional image.

A. Scanning:
Scanning requires scanned ECG papers. Resolution of scanning can be 300 dpi (dots per inch). JPEG is the algorithm used for image compression. Scanned ECG paper is represented by fig. 1.

B. Oversampling the ECG:
The ECG image is over sampled in horizontal axis direction in 8 times then the desired signal oversample is find out by its maximum slope. For example if maximum slope is 16%, then desired signal oversample by 16 times. The MATLAB function interp2 is used for oversampling.

C. Shortest Path Calculation
The shortest path is computed using 255 - image intensity as energy function. The Dijikstraw's Shortest path algorithm is used for finding the shortest path.

D. Down sample
The computed shortest path is downsamled 8 times to account for oversampling.

E. Plot the Curve
The shortest path found is the ECG curve traced in the ROI image. The curve is plot on the original image to account for accuracy as shown in figure 3.

II. DIJIKSTRAWS SHORTEST PATH ALGORITHM
In a graph, there is a problem of finding the shortest path from location to target. This problem explains and clarifies by the Dijkstra’s algorithm in the given time. It can find graphically the shortest path from a given source to all points. Dijkstra’s algorithm denotes to every node label j a pair of labels (p_j, d_j), where preceding node is denoted p_j as j in the given shortest path from 1 to j. d_j is the length of this shortest path. In Dijkstra’s Algorithm content tags are define as temporary, permanent tags, which are fixed and the shortest path from 1 to a node that is permanently labeled has been developed.

We denote by d_{jk} the length of curve (j, k).

Step1. Tag node 1 with the permanent tags (, 0).
Each node j, such that (1, j) is a curve in the graph, with changeable tags (1, d_{1j}). Tag all other nodes in the graph with temporary labels (, ∞).

Step2. Let j be a changeable tag node with the minimum tag d_j, i.e.
Dj=min {d_l: node l is changeable tagged}.
For every node k, such that (j, k) is in the graph, if d_k>d_j+d_{jk} then retag k as
p_k=j, d_k=d_j+d_{jk}.
Now observe the tags of node j to be permanent.

Step3. Do again step 2 until all nodes in the graph are permanently tagged.
The shortest paths can be found by reading labels p_j.

Example.
To search the shortest paths from node S to all other nodes.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

For the study of ECG database, we examine ECG paper records of 20 patients. The digitization based on scanning resolution. As scanning of ECG paper records are poor there may lead to loss of vertical grids lines. In this method, background grids are automatically eliminated as we have used Dijikstraw’s shortest path algorithm for tracing the ECG signal. Our Method shows a higher accuracy in digitization process for almost every ECG scanned signal image.

Figure 5 shows the recording of ECG Paper which is scanned.

The first process is to select and crop one of the 12-lead ECG signals as shown in the figure (6) for cropping III lead

The shortest path found is the ECG curve traced in the ROI image. The curve is plot on the original image to account for accuracy as shown in figure 7.
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A Matlab-based tool is implemented for digitizing an ECG signal from paper ECG records. The ECG signal is traced using Dijkstra’s shortest path algorithm. The background grids are automatically eliminated. This ECG digitization tool implemented to a number of patients ECG records. As a application of algorithm to a patient ECG data for conversion into digitized ECG signal becomes more applicable for analysis of heart disease.
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